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"cOMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES "
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20548

FOr a number of years, we have been expanding t.le Scope
of our work and'the capability of our staff to,review the
.results and effectiveness of Government programs. .

. ,

The ComptrollerGeneral is given 'very 'broad responsibil-
ity and authority under the Budget and Accounting. Act, 1921;
and the Accounting and Auditing Act offA.950 for the.eValuation
and analysis of.Federal programs ãn activities. .Section.204
of the Legislative Reorganization Act of. 1970 supplemented
our 'authority and'Indicated current congressional interest in
analycses of programs The Congressional ,Budget.Act'of 1974;
further strengthened the congressional emOhasis:on the, evalu-.'
ation'of programs,.the statement of legislative objeCtives
and gbals,:and-improve&methods of.evaluation,. Such Work. is
'carried out,bv. all parts of'GAO in connectionwith our general..
review, evaluation, analysis, and audit functiohs.

The .1974act requires, among other things,. that "the
*Comptroller General'shall develop and.recomMend*to the.:Con_
-gress methods for review and evaluation of .gOvernment programs
carried on'under existing law..". This doCumentisa first
step in collecting and 4isseminating.generalconCepts'on
these -activities aneLhow they are, related -to other.activitips
in the continuum of. decisionmaking.about GOvernment programs.
The document adds to.gUidance contained in..Standards for
Audit of Governmental OrganizationS,: pe'.0 rams,:-Act7Nities and,
FunciTans,. issued.in 1972, which, includesin te full scope
of sudh :audits a reVieW to-determine whether \desired restiltS
are;effectively.achieved.- . Ct

The review and evalUation of programs and the analysis
bf alternatives are central to our mission. These activiities
are also critically-:important to effective management in
executive agencies. . An agency with.the -capacity to assess
the impact of its programs,and to examine alternative courses
of action is much,more,likely to pursue its program goals.
effectively. One.bbjective of this docdment, therefore, is to
encourage agencies to develop7-and use effectively--this
capacity for critical self-assessment.

',This document is intended to be of value to the novice
and the experienced practitioner whether engaged Ln financial
audits,- program review, or in,program evaluation or analysis.
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it is not a substitute forthe many good textbooks available
On particular analytical methods.. Rather, it establishes a
conceptual framewOrk within which analysts from Varying back-
grounds can work and communicate effectively.

. .

'We receiVed numerOus helpful comments and'suggestions on
an ear] ieF,clfaft of this docuMent. We have taken those cOm.-7:

mentS.in bonsideration in preparing this final version.

e trust that this docum nt will serve its intended
p4epose, to encourage more ef eatfive use of evaluation and
anaylsis CR decisionmaking.

41u4 (
CoMptroller General
of the United States

4)
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INTRODUCTION
, .

In recent years, A Multi ude of new prograMs have be n
laUnChadto deal with the prob eths of oUr societY, and Govern-
ment expenditurcs..have-increas d.at a very rapid rate. A e-
the programs working? Are the\funda-being spent o6 these
programs producing the resUltsdesired? ,Are'there better
ways to -attack and solve Society's'problems? And, are old,.

.progriams achieving their Objectives?.
'

.. /Governments and agencies. entrusted with public resources
and the authority-for applying them have.a reaPonsibility't0
answer thete questionsto render a full accounting of their
act.vities. GoVernment.-Managers-have.a-respcnsibility to
shc not only the purposes for which public redources were
Uped, but also to demonstrate the.effects.of-thelt use..
/ .

. .
.

.

:.,This responsibility lests,first on the- executive'agd-Ficy:-
...-' admihistaring the program.. Program manager-a need to know-

what the prograths entrusted.to:them arS accomplishing.and ..

whether results might be.improved. Cailtral Management- ageh-'.
cies!.--the Officeof Management_and BuAget.Or thejlhité,House,.
.for elcample, need-to know-if programs are-,working7,-eithar.through
their2-pW*efforts or through the rev/iew of the,appraisala.of.-. ..

.
managing agencies. Pinallyr congreaSional respbnaibility for
legislationl appropriatiOns, b6dgeting and priorities, and '.

.oversight andinvestigations.ihdicates. a need for the legisla-' )
.tive branch to make its.own. appraisals Of_programs and to
make Use of apprdisals made.by the 'executive branch:

-The ultimate choices about programs-decisions-:about .

whether to do or not to'do be'policy choices.
However, political -leaders, public adminittrators,.and the-.

.

publid need as much-information as. possible on the choices.

,that-must'be made. This.heed has stimulated the development
of.varioUs analytical techniqueS which have been grouped'
under labels such as program evaluation and policy analysis.
The art of evaluation and analysis is not yet suffiCiently
developed to permit-preparation of.a Manual Covering\"how-
to do it" -in every. situation. It is only evolving.. !While
recogniiing this, decisions must and will be made bYllegis7-
lators and executives faced with the" .task of formulating and.
reformulating programa to deal With theproblemspfoUr,

-society.

..ThuS, we offer.this.document as'a' first Step' in Collecting.

1



and.disseminating lessons learned in GAO.and elsewhere about

analysisand evalyation. Generally speakingws,offerthls 1

,guidance for the uSe Of anyone who is 7evaluating11 .progtams

,and "analyzing" policy choigesin'the senSeof:4ngraging-in-
a Careful appraisal of what happened,why it :happened.,..What

choices.are available for future actions,-and.What the impli-
caions are of those choices. We intend it for use by'all.-
persons who are concernecl with this process whatever the

academic Aisoipline or.professional.backgnound from WhiCh .

'theyapproach.theProblem, While this statement is addresSed

:primarily to practitioners, We hope it will also .be a'useful\
reference document to those who, as legislators or managers,.\

for example, are interested in the:products of ealuatibn.and\
,analysis.

The concepts and guidanCe which we_offer.must. be:adapted.

to specific program:situations... Program objectives:are seldom,

as clearly- stated.or agreed UPon as would .be desirable for

evaluative.purposes; no 'program Operates'.inASOlation from

other sodial-or econoMic events;-and data and meaSurement
techniques.are_almost-always less adequate-than desired,:

':It is in the adaptation of'the'ideal and the theory.to 'the
specific sttuation- that the 'persons doing the'work show their.:

-.worth. Thejudgments:involved in the identifiCation.of ob-

-jectives,-P'the'selection-of data:and measurement'techniques,
and the evaluation of external factors transcend in importance

any "rules", which can be preScribed in a:document of this
i

The,chapters which follow discuss the framework within
Which these activities are performed and provide both concep-

tual and practical guidance. The emphasis, throughout is not

on advanCed quaKtitative techniques, but oh essential concepts

and basic approaT.hes.

2



CHAPTER 2

THE PUBLIC DECISIONMAKING.PROCESS

There are many reasons for govetrental activities-
For example,..national defense i provi ed ecause thereyis
no'suitable privatealternative. The ro asion of free public
education reflects society's preferences and its-motions about
its own long-term welfate. Health and.safety considerations'
lead to.the regulation ot private attiv.ities.to avoid adversely
affecting.the public's well-being. Tax intentiveS Such as !

t.he investment tax credit"are intended to affect the per-
foimanceHend growth of the economy. The relevante and
effectiveness of any governmental.activity maY be questioned.,
AnalySis, evaluation, and rela\ted activities are tools tohelp
decisionmakers in resolving-the\se questions..

\' .

The private marketplace, has limitations, particularly
because it.dOes not produce cettain goods with high social
Value. 'It does not alwayS provide adequate-information,
sufficient' competition, effidient deSigns. or qualities of
tertain gdods, desirable distribUtion of intome and wealth, or-
desirable modifications'of ConsuMption patterns. But, re-
sortingtd governmental action betause offthese failings do_es

not autorfiatically insure that theisame or other failings---,
will not occur, The. effettiveness and efficiency-with which

'the Government performS its functions must als-6 be Weighed'

in.deciding whether governmental action-sh-C:uId be.enhanced, ,

changed, or in some cases, is war_ranted.at all."

Each year-as legislative, budgetary, and appropriations
decisions are being cOnsidered, the.ptactidal issue remainS:

, ... What does theApublic need and how should priorities...be_ ... ...

- established? In a democracy,. the political. proceSs is'relied

upon to "examine and determine public need\and,to-set priori7
"ties'as.to how such needS are to be met from.publiC funds.
Elected officials are tespOnsible for learning and reflecting
their constituents' need's and prop4ing programs or program
changes. with requisite funding levels to assist in determining./

pr.iorities.fOr

.

1;iut.for the work of elected officials to have. meaning
.\

accurate and relevant information must be available.and, '

useful debate must take place Anaiysis.and evatuatioll/help
prbvide the needed information and a basis for judgment.af
those. persons and groups inVOlved in public decisiOnMaking.

/.

3
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. .\ THE RESOURCE ALLOCATION/PROBLEM
.

. ../ .,.

.
.

.

(.overnment'actions generate b nefits 'and \incur Costs.,

These benefits and costs shduld be broadly defined to include
.

, ,
their social and Private aspects. The-key. elements of the'

,,I p4oblem of choice' are:
\

.

---GoVernment objectives are ac,ieved by. deyeloping,
adopting, and..implementing pelicies.and by creating
and-operating programs, all .f which conSume or

transfer resources--tangible\and intangible.

\

. \

i

1
--There are many public. needs. These needs, are large

', and constantly .changing. Demands for ,resourCeS
'are mGch'greater.tham the resources avlailable

,'

--Decisionmakers must choose among competing objectives
---- and among the alternative programs and 'policies Capable

------7"-- affordable levels of achievement.
of meeting the\chosen objectives at desired and

Thus, decisionmakers are involved in the prodess of
allocating available resources among competing demands so

as to achieve the greatest overall level of net benefits

possible. At the same time, full consideration is given to

justice, equity, and political reality. v

ISSUES IN RESOURCE ALLOCATION .

Most programs are interdependent and affect more than

one of society's goals. This leads to a need for use of
evaluation and analysis in two resource allocation ;issues:'

(1) chaices within a major program area and (2) choices among
.

.major lprogram areas.

For choices within'a program area, the following

questions,are often posed:

--What is the appropriate level of attainment
for a given objective?

--Are there preferred al,ternatives for reaching that

level?

.
--What are the resource requirements for doing so?

4'
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--Are there.obstacles to ac eptance and implementat'ion
of an'otherwise preferred alternative and what would
be the costs of overcomi5l the Obstacles?

--Are there equity considerations connected.with
,the leading alternative

.

For choices among Tajor_program- areas,-similar questions
__Jare-relevant.--ZUdgments-that are Made-by decisiOnmakers..

.

concerning relative/importance; of the Various'objectiyes will
affect the assignment of resources among .those ObjectiVes.'

Resolution .o.f_resource aiLocatiOn issues may result in

any of-a number-of. actions (i)(a) continue, modify,.or
.abandOn existing policies ahdAbradopt-new polices or. >,
.(2)(a) Continue, modify, expand, reduce, or phase out current
programs an&.(b) create new programs.

The decisiOnmakcing'Process and the relationships among
its component functions do.nOt ntcesarily follow a
predetermined sequence. .The deciSiOn process and the ,

supporting functions of ev6lqation and analysis are concUrrent,'.
..continuous.proceSses, withcontinuirig interaction among the.

varioUs parts.

I.rrIle role of evaluation and analysis in* the allocation
of resoUrces is to provide bettei\information,aboOt the
implicationsof the choices available to the decisionMaker.

9
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CHAPTER.3

THE.EVAI:i0ATIOa AND ANALYSIS 4ONTINUUM
7

.

Evaluation and analysis covers a vide range/of activities
o'v, designed .to support the ongoing .dedisionmaking procets.

These activitiet include reviews knOwn as-prOgram auditing,'
budget examination, management analysis, planning, inptitutioal.
research,program budgeting, systems analysis, engineering
economics.analysis, program evaluationt.poliay ana3vSis, .

cost-benefit'analysis,.btp.

'The specific type'of review needed depends, in part,
,oh the particular issUes!raised or questions asked a0,the
focus of'the inquiry on the part of the decisionmakel.. If
financial inforMation is needed about a Government agency.or'

corporation, an audit of the results of.operation and; financial
condition for a given period may be the appropriate'earm of
review oi analYsis needed. If there is concern abouti the
management of.a program,:a management review that isldirected :

more towards the effectiveness of the organization, management7,':

and staffing May be appropriate.

General program reviews that look at program effectivenets,-
and Contequences, as well as management .effectiveness,°,are
.useful to.the decisionmaker iQ,deterMining whether the . progratiC

is meeting the established obiaqtiVes and Whether thereHare
changes needed tO improve:the pebgraM efficienci and'.'effective-,-

nets. A comprehensive review of an.existing prOgram may
consider the overall' perfortance of the-program, .incldding an
evaluation and analysis of performance on'any number.bf: .

.:criteria. Consideration of lternadVes may.also be inCluded,;.

. 5

-It-should-berecognized-that ..... taditional-perceptionsof_.
terms such.as "evaluationand 1!.analysis"terid.to_overlap.e:.. In

sOme cases, the two terms are used. interchangeably.. Hpther:

terMs, such as."auditing" or'"planning," maY also be uSed
interchangeably with- evaldation and analysis,

,CONCURRENT PROCESSES IN THE CONTINUUM

For purposes of this document, drawing sharp distinctions
between evaluation and analytis is less useful than focusing
on the two basic questiohs_which decisionmakers,
staffs, face: (1) What actually has happened as a result

of past or current policies and programs and what have

we learned?, and (2) What.should be done in the future and'

12



t are our options? 'Answering these questions
turmi-be -roughly translated into.broad clasSes Of activities:
Happraising the results cfpolicies and programs and asSessing
alternative policies and programs. These broadactivities
include the variety of review types listed previously.

An example of the interaction of these concurrent .
processes in r-oninuum iS shown in the.folloyill
illustraf:

Aft ro m is identified, the-lir snouAd be
a systemaL it,t.mpt-to assess what caused Hte problem and
'what the alternative ,1..Jays ares to solve it. Alternative
approaches, developed.as patt of the assessment, do not.
normally contain the level of detail that would be needed,for
actual implementation: .For example, after.the decision is
made to implement a program, the_initiation of the program-
would require a detailed plan that specified some'or all
of the following: processes and technologies to be employed,
investm6ntand operating funds needed, and capital facilities
needed together with the acquisition schedule that will
provide' for the scale of operations desired within the '-

appropriate timeframe.

important to build into the impleMentation plan
specific provisions,for 4athering information necessary fOr
a_comnrehensive and valid appraisal of results. During the.
implementation phase, such information should include, _where
possible, the.effects Of any'changes in tile implementation plan.

As required to support decisiOnmaking, further assessment
Of alternatives should take place concurrently wUh appraiSal
OfJesults during the operation Of the program. Appraisal of
results without such assesSment proVides only limited insights
Since it,does not address the desirability of new.alternatives.
ConverSely,%asseSsment of alternatives without sound appraisal
of eeSUlts lacks the insights which would come, 4..tiAra-full un-
derstanding pf the existing program. A high.d-Oree of interac-
'tion exists not onlTwithin the various phases.of an assessment'
or appraisal, but between the two processes: If these'inter_.
actions' and feedbacks are ignored, the quality of both efforts
suffers.

Tne.combination f appraising results and assessing
alternatives,should answer the following questibns:

--What was the impact of the existing program?

--Could a comparable level of results, effectiveness,
or benefits be .achievedat lesser cost;,

7
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EXAMPLE OF THE CONCURRENT PROCESSEiN THE CONTINUUM

(FOR A NEW NEED AND A NEW PROGRAM)

ASSESSING

ALTERNA'TIVES

mit,KING

CHOICES"

OPERATING:,

PROGRAMS



or for the same costS could greater effectiveness,
or benefits, be realized? \

--Could these more desirable outcomes be achieved-
by reshaping or redirectingthe current program or
policy,-adopting some.previoUsly'suggested-, but
rejected, alternative; substituting some wholly
new alternative; oi creating \some combination of
the foregoing.possibilities? \

\

Real world decisionmaking and many of the activities
which supPort it are complex, uncertain, hurried, and
subject to all kinds of constraints: \some understandable'
and some seemingly arbitrary. These difficulties are
ompounded by the ex'Itence,of competing or complimentary

objectiyes (or their related programs) which may 'also have
uo be considered. Evaluators, analysts, and other

,11 , reviewers can do littj.e about these difficulties; but, if
they understand the cOmplexity of the situation, they'can
perform in a way which 'is-of maxiMum usefulness under
'the circumstances.

ROLES PEOPLE.PLAy
_

The distinction between the concurrent activities on
the ones hand and the 'People or organizations that perform

--.:_them on theJothee hand is an additional source of confusion.
As noted earlier, apprang policy and program results
and'assessing alternats are related and mutually reinforcing
processes. These procfrit,..3es can be, and,fr,eguently are,

,
performed within a sing1',, organiatiom and often_ by the
same person; This has significant advantages of efficiency
and ofAceeping the praer Loners af the various skills aware of
'useful interactions.

In the real world .ation a variety of popJe are .

involved who have diffe, nt backgroupds and call themselves
by various'titles. Many of these people,move between
appraising-the results of policies and programs and assessing
the alternatives for improved choices in the future. At
times, these people may be emphasizing the assessment of
altetnatives, at other times the appraisal of results, .and

sometrmes both together. People who gain' their first '
experience in one activity move throughout the continuum
and interact with other people having other experience-when
working on a particular study.

16
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No grdup'e& profession has a:monopoly on .the_taients

required'of a good evaluator.or 'analyst.. The basic
prerequisites are (1) an inquiring, skeptical,.challenging
mind, (2) the.ability to th.inksystematicallY and rigorously-,

'and (3) an iz)penness to ew ideas. This "mind set" pb-
viously needs to be coupled with an'appreclation of the..

uses, powers, and limitations of.such' fieldS as economics,'
,st6tistiCs, ,acCounting, operations research, etc. When

higTclevel8 .of skill in these and.other.areas are reqUited,
the'dprac.ticing evaluator', analyst; pr other reviewdr shOuld
recognizdithis fact and call on th'd needed expert.

The following Chapters foC6s-on thcise'ideas, concepts,
_ .

aPproaches_which_aretbasict02_ appraisals bf,policy and
,TeOgram reSults and ,to More' insightful -assessmentsof
altetnatives for improvements.

1 '.7



CHAPTER 4

APPRAISING THE RESULTS OF POLICIES,AND PROGRAMS--

, AND ASSESSING ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES

The previous chapters discussed problems and issues in.

public dedisifnmaking with particular emphasis on resource
allocation and on the continuum of evaluatiOn, analysis, and
other review functions which support dec,idionmaking.. This'
chapter discusses the method's and Concepts associated with
evaluation and,analysis.

discussion that foll6ws focuses on

--understanding fundamAtalS in appraising.results
and assessing alternatives\of programs and policies,

*--appraising policy and progrm results,,and

--assessing,policy and program alternativeS.

ObviOusly, the degree to which the methods can be applied in

a particular'case depends on the sliecific problems to
be considered.' It is Rot always necessary to use each
of these methods in the order presented here.

UNDERSTANDING FUNDAMENTALS

.
The activities of apprai"Sing results and assessing

alternatived of programs and 'Policies share certLn
. fundamental concepts 0 which the mode of inquiry-is
essentially the same. These fundamental condepts include

--ascertainiRg decisionmakers' needs,
,

--defining 'the nature and.scope of the problem;

--deterMining v-alid obectives, and

--specifyingrcomprehensi've measures.

Ascertainin9 decisiorimakers' heeds
'

. An 'initial task.in either,appraising results or asseSSing
alternatives is to develop .6 clear understanding of the .

decisippmaking.nteds.. These neds'.can generally be.summarized:
by.a.nswering a series of questions.

.

.

. .'



--What is the decisionmaker's perception 'of the problem?

--Is there ditsatisfaction with, effectivenest.or
consequences of the lolicy or program? -With the
lack of a pOlicY or program?

4 a

--What Uses are to be made of the information to be

collected?

--When is the final report needed? Will interim
-,reports be needed?. N,

It is hefpful_to make some distinctions among the vari us

participants in the-decisionmaking-prOdess. !Some may'alread

have an understanding-of the'nature-of the problem they face,

what they want'to,know, and why, Oth," cnly have a

general perception,,o,f the problem and wi.at ne-As to be done

about it rn.the latter case, a more extensive-discussion

of these fundamentals may be needed to develop the basis_for

a study that will be useful to these decisionmakers. The

nature of.the issue wrIl have a major impact on the sort of

information that must be collected and the ,sort of ,analysis

that must,be done. Some enVironmental questions, for example, .

are not assusceptible to.precise"answers ag wouId-be:desirea-

by the decisionmaker.

It is impoitant.to recognize different (and possib1y
conflicting) viewpoints and, interests among participants't:

in the decisionmaking procest. The official,sponsor may.be

a congressional committee, whereat_the real userVof the study'

may be one'Member of th3 committee .or the dOMmitted staff.

Other participants in the process inciude the managers of ,

,the program-being evaluated or analyzed', hs well asmanagerg /

of related.prOgrams. Another.congressional committee, the

Office of Management and Budget, or a, private organization,

such,as an associ,ation or Government contractor, may become,

increasingly interested as the'study progresses.
/

.

In.developing a clearer idea of any of.these participants'

needs-, attempts should'be- made to elicit and clarify inforMa-

tion on the nature of the problem or-'issue as it is curre)itly

understood, the general context of the problem, and parts
that appear to require special emphasis. Specific,attention

should be given,to the order of priority in approaching the

various parts of, the problem and to particular points of

information or insight essential to making the decision or

meetimj the decisionmakez 's needs., -The bureaucratic or poli- -
1

tical context in which the decision will be made needs to be
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understood. The time available'for the study and the critical

points at, which specific items-of information are needed
Should be ascertained.

Defining the nature and scope of the problem

It is essential that the intended users of the, study
(the participantz in the decisionmaking process), together
with those persons responsible for the study, share a common
Understanding of the nature.and scope of the issues at stake.

A full and correct understanding of the nature of
'problem will be aided by (1) considerinij itb

. .

'"wn,
(2) reviewing lr'gislaLlvo ..Ings, reports, and acts
associated with it, (3) inquiring into the history of programs
designed.to,deal with the problem, and (4)-examining past
analyses, evaluations, audits, and budget examinations of the

samelor related tissues. Outline and checklists can be'
'helpful in this review.

The scope of a study depends both on the questions it
worald t;e desirable to answer and'the availability of methods
and data which will provide those answerS. 'There is often

a tradeoff betWeen-the-breadth of a study and precision in

the results. The planned scope-should also consider the
nature of the decisions Which the study, may:affect- For

-example, a broad consensus that a program isi.rat working may

warrant paying more attention to basic' altetnatiVes and less

to mincir -improvements in the existing program:-.. A shared -'

understanding 6I-the scope of the study'and the obtectives
andImeasures of the poiicy-or_program are the foundation for
definin4 the 'initial direction-bt-thetudy effort.

Similarly,'underStanding is needed of the coverage_
required in geographical termsAregional, State, local); Off .

areas, poRylations, individuals, or units to be included;'and
on:the scope (how many individuals, approximately how much '

$nfoimatibn from each, etc.) . The Scope of coTerage together
with the timing provides for the logistics, of the work. For

example,' in,depth work-may be undertaken,at a small =umber .of
locations, less detailed work at a larger qumber of locations,

or some combination of these.

_DeterMining-validobjectives

- The objectivesof the policy or program'77the benefits
desired tb be achieVed--frequently are notstated clec.rly
and ,preciaely. The original sponsors of the Policy or.proram

13
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may not have had a. precise yi,deaof_the end results desired.'
Formal statements of ,bbjectives'may be intentionally-ambig-
uous if it is easier to obtain consensus on action. Value
judgments underlying, the objecti es may not be,shared by

amportant groups. .
Consequently, te end results intended.

may'be perceived by-some as implyi 9 ill effects for them.
Furthermore,, explicit statetents of 'Rbje*ctives' tend to imply ,

a specific assignment of priorities and commitm'ent of re-
sources.

To the extent feasible aement, of objectives should:

1. Capture a tomplete understanding, of. .the intended
benefits, including the.expected level of attainment,-

-,. Identify alecipients of unavoidable,adverse conse-7

quences or unintended benefits.

3 Include important' qualitative aspects, evefi though
measuring degrees of attainment may'be exceedingly
difficult

-4. Take account of mUltipleobjectives which may be
complementary or conflitting.

-

The importance of taking such a comprehensive view of
objectives cannot be overstated. ,Oversimplified statements

, (1) will not capture all,essential aspects of the effects
intended and (2) may contain implied conflicting consequences
for groups other than the intended beneficiaries to

e°1iminate hunger or to achieve energy sufficiency). ITplied
objectives may representdesirable -end results. For eicample,

a sutmer employment'program aimed primarily at increaSing
earnings of young people may be viewed as reducin6

disorders. Moreover', even desired end results may not all 4

be abhievable simultaneously and may be interdependent.

Oversimplified statement's may result if activity,mile-
stones are contained, in them (p.g., to increase-the number
of emergency rooms .by 20 percent by 1978). An objective
stated in this way May ovefly constrain an assessment of
alternatives,- the purPoSe of which is to determine,effiCient
levels-of-attainment of.an uitimate-benefit-. On the other
hand; it is imPortant that the statement be dpecifiC, with

respe,ct to the nature and.direction Cif change so that ,progress
cap te measured. 'A statement such as "to Teduce deaths,
additional complications, disability, and suffering of persons
with acute injurieS by improving emergency care would.satisfy
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these criteria. Quantitative goals ortargets are alSo
needed, but these mu:,t reflect priorities among programs.
Accordingly., they can best be Set as part of the budget and
long range financial planning process and should be reexamined
regularly as budo ,t priorities shift.,

In appraisir -ailts of wojoing programs, if targets or
ac ivity.milestottus have been furnished to managers, the
ta..gets or milestones should not be accLpted uncritically
(e.g., a specified student/teacher. ratio). An attempt should
be made.to find whether deficiencies in attaining the mile-
stones are caused by unrealistic expectations or by the way
the program was implemented or operated..

A'shift in objectives can occur over 'time and care must
be taken- to assure that statements of objectives currently in
use are still valid. For exaniple, the objective associated
with the national 55 miles' per hour speed limit now includes
safety, ss well as energy conservation. .

petermining valid objectives is a complex and frustrating

. task. :A study may have to proceed without fully satisfying

. these requirements IT this is the case, objecttves should
be reexamined 4nd clarified as the' study progresses.

'Spec ify4ng comprehensive measures'

Valid measures of policy and.program consequences are re-'

quired for both-appraising results .and assessing alternetiveS.
Objectives and measures of conseq'pences Sre. interdependent.

The quality 'of each,depends on the...other.' Measures should

be used which cover all aspects of a giVen objective. IdeallY,

measures should
1

--quantify the-extent to which' the objective(s) are or

would be met--"effectiveness" measuresi

--capture qualitative aspects of the 'consequences--
"intangible" measmres;

--quantify, to the eXtent poesible, unintended consqr
quences-7"side-effect" measiires;

--quantify,, to the extent possible, the differences
impact on the beneficiaries and the cost bear-ers-;

"distritution"' measures.

When appraising results, it may b decided for- practical

22,
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reasons to exclude side-effect.and dis ribution -measures.,
However, they Should. not, be excluded i reasonable effort
would .prOduce useful data or if the detisionmaker is espe-
cially intested in thesei measures'. For intangible measures,

-some qualitative, indication-of relative:Magnitude should be

used (d.g.,.ratings- bi clients reflecting. their satisfaction
with the quality of a service). .

Data may not be available on the desired measures Or,
if available, may be obtainable only at high cost. In these

cases, surrogates will have to be USeth For example, the
scholastic aptitude test is used to measure likely achieve-

.ment in oollege. When surrogateG are Used, their validity
should be established.

There is a-temptation to define quantifiable measures.,
especially of effectiveness, oo rigidly or narowly. ?or

exaMple, in.'.evaluating a public employment program.,.-a success-

ful participant.might be specified as a person whip is employed-

.1 year after Comptetion of training. If the-.particiPant worked

.1 dalv,less thap.ayear, would.he orsHeibe Viewed unsuccess-
ful? SuppOse the participant 'only occasionally held a job, .

but happened tojpe.working a year-after the-program. Should-

thia be counted aS aHsucCess? The 'range and distributiOn.

,of outcomes shoUld be Conaidered,in thia-case. For example,

data on the.percentage-of-perSonOmiding_jobs-_for_Various
A.engths-of time ,af.ter trainAg wOuAd Provide a mbre meaningful

picture,of real,outcomes This' sdrt bf distribution is
needed td judge levels of attainment or:degrees-bfHsuccess

or failure. .

HThesefour fundamental concepts are closely. interrelated:.

A cleat Understanding pf-what is.needed for:the decisionmaking
Process,,ofthe nature of the prOblem,.'and statements':of
objectives is necessary irLorder to assure that a meaningful

and feasible set'Of measutet:hasbeen.specified, '

APPRAISING POLICY. AND PROGRAM RESULTS

The prdCess of appraising results 'should begin concur-

rently with policy or progrram impl.ementation and continue as

needed. iContinuous appraisal,, through a well Structured

' management information system, should be maintained,,but

even When it exists there will be a need for special reviews

from time -to time. ,

After the fundamentalconcOpts discussed aboVe are
understood they must'be furtherdeveloped througH application

.of Other more specific conCeptsiand methods including



--making valid comparisons,

--developing needed information,

--interpreting program results, and
r.

--checking the completeness of the appraisal.

Making v,alid comparisons

Comparison is the essence of appraisingsrogram results.
For evaluation to be useful, outcomes of the program or policy

must be compared with something else in order to reveal the
effect of the program. The basis for comparison may be the
'outcome of an alternative policy, of the same program at an
earlier.time, or a combination of such comparisons.

The measures that are used in making these comparisons -

should bederived from a valid statement of objectives. This
derivation is moredifficult if the objectives are not clearly
stated', changes are takidg place, or for other reasons the

basis of comparison is arbitrary.

The measures used, foi comparison need to be developed
with the decisionmakers.who 'know whether their focus is on
resource input Ce.g., mixture of paraprofessionals,.nurses,
and physicians), operational process (e.g.., scheduling of
surgeries),, outcomes (e.g., disability dal's-averted), the
operational setting (e.g., interaction with other outpatient
and inpatient facilities), or some combination of these.'

- -Other sor,tS of_cathpkrisons may be useful. For example,

,comparison of \101.1arped. amonT-projects within an
existing progrdin, may...i_help, to identify important characteristics
and pdtential ithiftovements. A comparison of similar progrdms,
if easOle, may provide.some of the same information.

Once the n'ature Of .comparisons is established, a series
of additional questions directly relating to the_Problem at
hand should be r'aised. Some of 'these are posed as.hypotheses
which the'appraisal aims to prpve or disprove. Such hypOtheses
or questions must allow an appraisal of whether consequences
or effects are attributable to the program or to'lsome other
causes; A decision needs to be made whether only 'descriptive
tindings will suffice or whether it.will be necessaty to
demonstrate significance of,results or differences in effects. .

Choice ofa comparison approach depends both upon the



questions to be asked ,and the availability of data. This is

not only procedural put involves also questions of access,,
comparability, reStrictions on collection dnd use of, confi"J.,

dential data, etc* These problems may be more severe- than

many evaluators, auditors, examiners, and others realize.
This means that analytical methods should be u$ed which make
the most efficient use of each.Ait of data.

Data problems may make it impossible to use the best

theoretical method. Some methods mav be impractical if.data

is too highly _aggregated, incomplete or missing, or may re-
quire "patch up" efforts after the evaluation'' is underway.

Some major comparison methods follow.

Experimental methods--attempt to measure the results of

the program as7THZughe-Ve-rything else is held constant. This

is...done by measuring-:,the difference, in terms ofothe measureS,
of success,'between 'those affected by the prOgram,and a cdn.
trol group which is not, This is the preferred method for
evaluation of social experiments, but 'it can also'be used for
any evaluation Artlen the essential reqUirements-of random'assign-
ment and control are feasible. This is the approach-that was'
used in the New JerSey Negative Income Tax experiment.' In.
that experiment, several.different'amounts of monetary
jncentiveS wf.Jre ,given tos'different group$ of families in the
same situation to see what effect the incentives had on .work
and spending' habits. Responses were compared with the habits

of families in the-same situations which received hb.monetary'
incentive from the experiment 'during the Sametime..

The analytical strength of the experiMentalmethod Makes_
ita very uSeful,tool:. This value must be balanced:.against

other considerations,...suchasobst and ethitaL.and;:legal -
'COnstraints, before this apProach.isselected.

3
Experimental.designs teguire that the affected group and

the group not affecte4 possess similr.characteristics. This,

is'the reason for a 6trict 'requirement that the potential.
participants be.randomly assigned so that each.one has' the

same'chance of assignment to either.groupbefore the program

begihS. -Unless randomization Is achieved, there is no assur-

ance that the'resultS_ard %attributable tO. the program.

n

; For example, unless randomly assigned, participants .

might enroll-lpecause they are more perceptIve and desire the
benefits.more than others who are ,eligible. This biases any-

.



comparison of the responsefor performance of the tWo groups:

because their motivations and other charaCteristics were.not
the. same.

Nonrandom compariSon gu-p:methods--are commonly. used:

.when the requirements for strict randomized controlcannotbe
, satisfied. Attempts are made to make:.the groupas
simOar:to:the experimental group.aS,possible_bymatchinT.:,,
ihdividuals.with the same sex, age,-.racial,Or'sccioTeconoMid..
Characteristics.._ The differences in results..betWeen. th& two._

groups (experimental and the:Matched comparison) are attri-.-

.butable,'asin experimental designs', to:the reaults- ofthe.

program... J-lowever, without random assignmen'there.,is greater'-':-
danger .that the observed.resultsafe attribUtableto.nonprOgram
in4uences.' pther diffiCulties2with the method includepOteb7-

reOlting.from self-:selection by Participanbs
-

Comparison of.siMilarTiograms-attemPts ts) establiSh
measures and :date wiTh wlirah theoutcomes di tWo

onaoing-programe,or. componentscah'be compared. ,Progratr
c6Mbar-,Lisons'are;attractive for,..:feeveral reasons They,(1)
provid`e 'InforMiytionl oh .effectiveness% of alternatives .incti.M-77.,

parable terms and- for the sate tiMe period=., (2),4-educe:,,th

tely.00MpletelY,Onthe elusive,"cOnt*rol" piexper1.7

-.mental me,bodsaipplied to OpePrOject, -(3) ihelpgenekali-ze,'

.the resillts if'widelydiStr.ibuted'"representatIve project

:can be inclUded.,, and (A) dffer .an oPportunity Ed-identifY
exceptidnalAperiOrmance and- to,study what 'iS.Operationally

.different:aboUt those,projecte,

Program Compaxieons coMprehensive enoughto yeld .t.he-

above-advantages:are coatlyand. difficult to,Marlage For

:eXample, .althought."Planned,variationsmUstbe carefully
..dodtkmentediat,the outset,-once in operation,they will seld'om::

be free of fUrther Chapges, which also,must:be documented..
It'should be hoted whether such changeS are .7p6s4iver

--/.(effortslto apply even better Methods) ok "rnegative". (reSis.

'itance.to adopting the jpreecrbO'Methods)..

Time series--involVes a series of meaautements:.at peri-

odic before the program' begins.and during the

'prOgram.. For exampiej.in-evalpating.the- safety reaultS,Of,
Connecticut's crackdown on.speeding, it.wae possibleto
time series data.C011ectted for several years before.and
this new policy change. An abrupt Change in suchtrend.:.date.

is strong .evidence',.that the action-taken caused the obeeryed
change ih-the trend. .1f measUreMents can also' be obtained

in andther:setting treated aS 4 comparison,group., additional

ibSights are poSsible.

-2 6
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Careful interpretation is needed when using time series

data. There-may be a time lag between receipt of.services'
ancb the imPact of the serv.ices. The analyst should also be
alert for cyclical phenomena, such as unemployment lqvels,
which might cause part-of the trehd.

The methods cliscussed above are not exhaustive and there
are other waysof making useful comparisons,

Developing needed information-

Many information systems are not structured to capture
data necessary for making comprehens!.ve and valid appraisals.
Consequently, a certain amount of .ad hoc data collection will

be necessary. Repeated' appraisals of the same programs will
be aided by incorporating proceduresto capture the desired .

data on a continuing basis. For new programs, a special effoit
should be made at the beginning to incorporate specific Pro-
visions for gathering the necessary information. In any case,
decisions are required on ,

,--precisely,what questions are to be answered and

--specifiC,items of'data required for analytic41 methods
to be'employed.

SeleCtion, design, and implementation,of, data collection.
instruments may be' the least attractive aspects of any ap-
praisal, but they are amongothe most iMportant. Majorsources'
.of data,include

--interviews,

--mailed. questionnaires,

--onsite observations,

--peergroup ratings,

--standardized written tests,

.
--project and'other peogram records,

--Federal and State.government statistics, such as those
frouv,the-Census Bureau and Bureau of Labor Statistics,

--perfOrmance tests or other, physical evidence,



--clinical examination, 0

,

".financipl, cost abcodnting, and operational manage-
Ment information, and .

!

--documents such as minutes, progress reports publix
....

releaSes, etc.

'Usually, it is helpful to use several souraes, and there are'
opiportunities for creatiVity in\desigil ok collection instru-
ments-and in analytical designs which merge data from Several

sources. It may be;very helpful tolmerge data obtained froth'
personal interviews (condition of home, etc.-) with_data in
program flies. (achievement scores, et"c.). Careful design,
in a technical sense, mdst be coupled with careful considera-
tion of preserVing the confidentiality of data" about indivi- .

duals. (See ch. 5.) .0

Interueting program results

The key point in interpYeting the data is to ascertain
the degree to which results, iconseguences,- or effects'are
attributable to the program(s).or to other-external influences.

-Frequenilyzthe data will reveal only sMall effects. Even
small effects are important, however, because they may be the,
only clue available to the potential for larger.effects.which
were eithei obscured in the data or are achievable only
through greater change in.the program. Because of the poten-
tial. for large effects to be obscured by the'data., it is

important to examine small effects very'carefully.

Even if valid, dependable results are-not obtained, the
,data should proVide insight into the'structure needed in
further reslarch and evaluation. These insights may also
suggest new and different alternatives which should be

assessed.

those making appraisals have a responsibility to provide
systematic information about_the results of palicies and 1

-prOrams and about the ,clegree of'confidence_attached to these

results. Wnere a high degree of uncertainty exists, it may
preclude firm.recommendations concerning policy'and progiam,
actions. When recommendations ,are made in these circdmstances,
the, uncertainty must be clearly communicated. Further
appraisals can frequently reduce the uncertainties and provide
ja basis for firmjecommendation6.
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,
211s2Ising_comPleteness of the appraisal

-

It is helpful in preparing an interpretive summary of a
policy 'or program appraisal to view the interdependent con-
cepts which have been discussed as a checklist.

Some of the questions which should be contained in suc

a checklist are:
1

--were,the reasons for the study found to be valid7
Were the cause, scope, and intensity of the origrir'
problem or issue redefined as part of the study cr
a r.Peurt of the,study? Why did it need attention
this time? Mas.full consideration given to the exprt.,
sed needs of all.potential users of the study?

:.-Were the objectives of the irogram or policy clearl-N-
identified? Did they shift over time? Were there
impliait objectives?

--Were any special problems, either conceptual. or prac-
tical,-encountered in USing input, process, output,
efficiency; or .effectiveness-measures.? Were valid
standards for comparisonS u'sed? Was it necessary to
employ surrogate meastfres and what was the _rationale .
for their'choice? What other quantifiable or in-
tangible 'consequences were measured and.how?

--Were data collection instruments' sUfficient under the
circUmstances?

--Are findinga statistically significant and. practically .

important? Do they answer .qupstions posed at the be-.
ginning of the study?

--Were the hypotheses actepted? Were uncertaintie-s re-
sulting from problems with data identified and peoperly
'considered?- Compared to ,other studies or evidence, do
data and conclusions agree? If not, why not?

--Were the les"Sons learned identified? Can suggestions
be made for immediate imprbvements?

--To what'extent can the performance of this program be
qeneralized to apply to:other settings within which
the program takes place or may take place?. What:should

7

and should not be.done in the future in other locations
br in similar programs? Are these conclusions based

2 9
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on demonstrated causal relationships? Are reasOns
for program weaxnesses indicated?

- _
--Have recommendations been develdped'.for ,alternativeS

to :b e analyzed

----10t7t is still left co be studied? Wtat IF,-w questions
%.*.-2rie raised that require further research? Which areas

resdarch stild need further exploration? What
-tsearch methods :need to he developed or impr6ved 1.11
=der to make futre appraisals -more authoritative?

ASSESSING POLICY AND PR.4,RAM ALTERNATIVES.

As in the case of --vImreisimg molicy and prgram results,
the methods used in assk, simg policy and program alternatives.
build = the fundamente discussed at the begimming of this,
chapter . In this case so, there are additional concepts
and me=hods which are needed, such as

--developing a, range of alternatives,

.--screening the preliminary, alternatives,

*--estimating the measbrable conseguence6,

- -assessing -provisional orderrngs,

- -determining the 'impact of conttraints,

- -:reassessing the ordering of alternatives, and

--checking the completeness of the assessment.

Developing a range of alternatives

,It is essential 'to search out a wide range of alter0-
tives. The initial search for alternatiVes should not be A
constrained. Continuing, modifying, expanding; reducing, ,cir
abandoning an existing program should be included, as Well\ss,
ompletely new alternatives. With regard to the existing
rogram, consideration should be given to reexamining-the*

Validity .of the existing objectives.. The ,prOcess of develo-
g alternatives should include a- thorough questioning of the

n ed for any governmental intervention,:which.may have 'been' \
j stified on any of the following.grounds:

"Absence of suitable private alternattves or absence

3 0
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of a private marketplace in which the needed service

can be distributed.

7-The. benefits 7 soctety resultimg from :uSe

of services at 4Aci1ities, Sucth as sew.ple ,elsposal,

Equal availabil ty of a service, such as pmblic. educa-

tion.

--DistribUtion of benefits to d±.sadvantaged people, such

as health benefits through meL__.7.are and medicaid-.

--Regulation of private activities, Such as the certifi-

catiOn of effectiveness and purity of drugs.

--Provision of i=centives for . desired private actiVities,

sdch as development of energy resobrces.,

Broad classes of approaches which show potential dor

solving the problem being analyzed should be initially iden-

m.dfied... One or more proMising alternative approaches from .

each of the broad classes should Ape developed. If broad

classes are not examined, alternative approdchvs are usually

unnecessarily- limited to reolatively small incremental changes

from existing programs. Fot, -example, analysis of an incremen-

tal change in eligibility standards for the food stamp Tro-
.

gram is more narrowly defined than an analysis of overall

income security or nutrition policy,

Reasonable alternatives from all sOurces, including those '.

suggested by" governmental 'agencies, legislative committees,

adocacy or interest groups .should be considered. Issue

papers; such as -described in chapter 5, can be useful at this'

stage of an asseSsment.

Screening the preliminary alternatives

A preliminary analysis of the likely -consequences aSso-

ciated with the .range of lternatives, including -the Status

'quo, should now be, undertaken. This initial screening is

intended to eliminate obviously inferior approaches and toN

reduce-the original list of alternatives to a manageable size.

It- is helpful to make approximate calculations of cost_and

consequences, of break-even points, and of technical feasibil-

ity, etc. Alternatives should not initially be ruled out

based on implementation 'difficulties, including organizational

ar procedural changes.
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Modifications,and zpThations of alternatives usually
become apparent and fr.=._ -571y provide the baSis for new and
,superior alternatives. 71.e. search for alternatives :Is.e
continuing activity and analgtical effort provides
opportunities to invent I discover other alternatives that
will arise.

Estimating measurable cc-asequences

EstiMates must be rn-AKdE- of anticipated measurable conse-
quences as well 'as of alt ,=:sts and resource inputs under
various conditions ancrl-s of available resources. Measur-

, able consequences include ,I.ectiveness, side effects, end
distribution Consideratipon- In making such estimates, the
data on actual costs and eectiveness found inpriar apprais-
als of similar programs mamould be used together with actual
operating data. It may ,-1.-:Lmo be necessary to use well developed
.causal models to make sbcn effectiveness estimates. Although
these models must adequate3y simulate the.real situation, an
existing model may serve:. Experiemcce has shown.that-it is.

'costly and time consuming to ,develop a completely new model.

Some effort should be made to -estimate side effects and
their influence on resources. Am estimate is needed, to the
extent possible, of the differences of impact 'on the benefi-
ciaries-and the cost bearers (distribution considerations).
Approximations may have to be used for side effects 440 ,

distribution estimates, and various value judgments
involved ifi-,,weighing both.

'When analyzing costO which-should be assOciated with
effectiVeness,-various cost concepts are needed:, and:informa-
tion on these Costa is usually available. When analyzing

-coSts which should'be associated with side-effect and distri-,
,
bUtion considerationS,-totaI as well as incremental-costs
Should, be'Aeveloped... Frequently suCh costs are incomplete..
-They should be Checked for.reasonableness and consistency With
the alternatives:Of.interest.

Informat,ion at the margin, --as contrastedwith informatioh
on total quantities, is very i*rportant in resoUrCe.allbcatiOn
decisLons APproximatiOns of ucremental coats, howeverfi
are: mOreeaSily obtained than are approximations of the.mar-
ginal-aspeCtsofother progpam Consequences. A:reasonable .

effort shOdId-be.Made to-estimate the'directibn and magnitude
.ofthe Nariations,orProgramcnnsequences over relevant ranges.

InformatiOn:on Measurable consequences ObtainedfrOM



audits, evalations,. or other stAies should-be Used.. :Histor-

ical -d,trend: data-may provide imformation concerning howthe

vatic . conzleauencesare. affectet- bythe.scale of-activity.

Asses- provisional orderings
-

Once .the '::ntal and increreem.7.:al consequehces of the

alternatives havebeen estiMat, the alternativesshould be

arrared,-in sameorder.' 'This (Dring 'may be oased.on:one Of

severavaillazde approaches.

One apgroach is cost effectveness.""'Tnis approach

focuses, on respurcesexpected tn me consumed and how-well.

the objectives are achieved. Using this framework, a .pre-.

ferred alternative is.identified as one which produces the

largest achevement.for .a given level of costsor yhich mini-

mizes resources expended for attaining a given level of

.effectivehess.

While the cost-effectiveness approach provides a basis

for.ordering competing alternatives, it does not clearly

allow for comparisons of alternativesassociated with multiple,

possibly conflicting, objectize.4z-. Other consequences of

alternativesside-effects and- d_stribution cpnsiderations
are not an Integral part of the analysis and may require

separate,examination.

A second approach to ordering alternatives is "cost-

benefit" analysis. Side-effecri...b and distribution considera-

tions are incorporated in th±s aggroach. Major consequences,

or benefits, are measured in dollars, and differences between

monetary benefits add costs provide the basis for choice -

among alternatives. .Theoretically,_cost-benefit-analysis
is more useful than cost-effectiveness analysis in treating

differing as well as cynflicting objectives.. The streams of

benefits and costs can be discounted to their equivalent pres-

ent values, thus accounting for the effects of time. 'ConCep--

tually, decisionmakers could sel'uct programs based on rankings

of net .prese=t value benefits (or derivatives of this data)

until the tonal available resources were eausted. However,

this approach requires that all measures PA= be-converted,to

dollars.(a dlifficult task at best) in a wd,y- which the deci-,

mionmaker understands. Because, of the difIlculty of quanti--

fyimg side7effects and distributional eff.ts., there is often

no clear diStinction between cost-effectiveness and Cost-

benefit anatvsks. .

Another approach is '"cast-value" a-=--lysis. This is a

tectnigue fmr obtaining aene-Elly accepmable quantitative



weighlts for use in comparing the Value of the ,alternatives.
titis approach, the weights assigned to various outcomes

ale 1-ased on decisionmakers' judgments.

The cciSt-value method-combines elements of cost-effec-
tiveness and cost-benefit analysis. Side--effect and distri-
butioin considerations can be incorporated with effectiveness.
Becatm the judgments of deciSionmakers-differ, various sets
of joAgments should be used and the ordering(s) of alterna-

should be tested for its/their, sensitivity to these
d1f5TN'ences. In such analysis both'the array of consequences
adsc.--ated with each alternative and the ordering based on
the--zarious value systems should be presented to decision-
-makes.

---
Each approach ,has both-strengths and limitations, but

allzahare certain limitations. bne such limitation ia uncer7
tairrty caused by sdch things as variations in assumptions and
the auality of information on the alternatIves. Ber.--.111.ce

,unce=tainty is always present'in anticipating future:outcomes,
undureliance should not be placed on small diffsren=ns in
ordeling(s) of altrnatives# The-quantitativs analysds which
has iiiteen discussed should-be.supplembntsd w±th :an analysis of
nonmasurable consequences. A serious attempt should be made
to indicate the' significance of,nonmeasuratle zon4equnces.

Determinin9 the impact of;constraints.

Special efforts should be made to asses-sthe imnact of
actual and.potential legal, financial, and polAtical :con-
straints. Programs and policies must operate within the
fr,ameWprk of law.;, Alternatives which may.apPear theoretically
desirable must also operate within the law. Cznsequently,

aleprnatives considered for adoption must conform to this
Er3.mework.

,In addition to th4L- sorts of constraints, there are
=6.1.-raints resulting 'fram conflict with other objectives.
An example of such constraints is the conflict b:etween envi-
ronmental, transportation, and energY objectiv.

-However, constraints are not inflexible. -rf d-noms-d-6n-
masms were clearly aware of-the potential opportunitz4s fore,-
gonE3 resulting from existing constraints, titase constraints
migtrt. change.

DeciSionmakers must consider possible public reaction
-to F,Pternative policy and program op-tions, strategies:that .

3 4
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migh'!-. increase their acceptability, and what adm

or otner operational barriersto implementation

probems of,implementation and of acceptability
degree, be dealt with in analysis. Usuallyfi ass

be provided to decisionmakers in identifying the

third:best" alternatives which may have higher p

being accepted or implemented.

It nas-been argued that if

are avaLded, the assessment of
objectiTe, less perochial, and

:eived positions. On the cther
-f acceptability aonsiderions
ay* prove to be,Lxrelevant.

inistrative
exist. The
may, to some
istance can.
"second or

rospeats for

acceptability considerations
alternatives becomes more
less tailored to fit precon
hand,. it may be argued that
are not included, the analysis

Reassessing the orderings of the afternatives

Sarderings of aIternstives are always provisional. They

are determined within the context of the factors and val'les

considered to be important during the course of the analysis.

The assumptions- and values underlying the varfaus orderings

-of tae alternatives must be clearly presented to decision-

mall Furthermore, even when the analyst thinks the study

Is cmmpleted, decisionmake-rs may raise new.icsues, aSk new

quesmoions,, reamest further study, and ask -ior additional

compar±sons., As theSe requests are answered, the orderings

of 'alternatives may shift. .

Although attempts should be made to include as many

factors as possible, other considerations pr4erly affect the

final policy and program choices..-Some of these considera-

tions may be completelv-.bevond the analyst's knowledge or

.ability to estimate, even allalitatively, and belong in the

Crov.ince of the decisionmakers' judaments_ Bbwever, the

analyst.should attempt to understan these conSiderations

and to devise sensitivity analyses wihich may:help to sharpen

dec±sionmakers' jugtients. -Analwsts may even suggest

blew alternatiVes wnich -0a,T4Trre achievement of conflicting

6*s-eat:iv:es in ways -ruit 1)erceived when te initial set of

alternatives wassdevelapeT with the decLsionmakers,,or they

may ddeatify alternatimes which keep options open Or avoid

irreversible damage or risk. Experienced analysts will sel-

dam-attempt to use an '"sgptimtzing" technique'for this sort

offammmanicatiOnwith derisionmakers because many of the

important ConS,Lderations are neither specific'enough nor

quantifiable. Both ,anIysts and decisionmakers must be

satisfiedlwith what, im :their judgment, is a "good" but not

necessarily the 'theoretically best" alternative.
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Checking completeness of the assessment

'Some of the questions which should be considered in
preparing an interpnetive summary of a policy or program
assessment are contained in-the following checklist:

--Were the reasons fmr the study found to be valid?
Were the cause, scope, and intensity of 'the original
problem or issue redefined as part of the study or as
a result of the study? Why did-it need attention at
this time? Was full consideration given to the ex-
presse3 needs of all potential users of,the study?

--Were the objectives of the program pr policy explicitly
stated and validated? Did they change during the
courac of the assessment? If so, why? :

--Were t:tere any potentially interesting alternatives
eliminated early in the analysis? If so, why? Under
what circumstances might they become attraCtive?

,

--Were any special problems, either conceptual orv,prac-
tical, encountered Ln specifying an adequate set of
quanti:tiable measures? How reasonable were the dollar
values attributed t-Jm physical measures, if ,that was
done? Were qualitative indicators properly:identified
and used? .

the effect±vene5.m zeasures accurately reflect.the
'degree E attahmmett of the objectiv6S? Were they,-
czinsIst.mtly 4mcmg all of the alternatives?,-Is
tbe ei:,ectiveness,J:ata reliable?, Has uncertainty in
tbe data been n..mly considered?

side-effects A.7,trid distribution considerations ade-'cnsd9 Are there significant differences
amnr= the altemcatiNxes?

Lr

--Were arT of the aut ImplicatiOns captured? How reli-
able ars- they? Whmt is the range of uncertainty?

--T:o'vtia± assumptiona or data is the ranking of the
altnatiVes sensitive.? Are there any actions which

moke the leading alternatives significantly less
aff=owin.d by tile unoertainties?

--latere\any save-oz.:al problems

29
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general acceptance of the apparently preferred" alter-

natives? Will implementation of any of these pose

particular difficulties?

--Is it likely that additional information about the

leading alte-rnatives wOuld change the ranking? How,

when, and at what cost could this information be ob-

tained? Can the policy or prOgram decisionsbe,held
open while- new studies, evaluations, or rese,ar,ch -ef-

forts are completed? -What long-term evaluat4On -or

research efforts need to.-be iriiiiated to meett.;'0;:imilar

or related problems in the future?

3 6



CHAPTER 5

PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF MANAGING AND-PERFORMING STUDIES

Previous chapters have discussed the'conceptual,aspects,
of appraising the results of policies and programs and of
assessing afternatiVe solutions to the issues related .to
them.- In deCiding which problems to study and Tn carrying
out actual eValuations or analyses, howeVer, certain practical
questions arise which need to be addresSed. This chapter
discusses some of these practice.l aspects.and offers sugges-
tions for coPimwith them. The list is not extensive but
is indicative of,the verY real problems faced in this type
of work.

FORMULATING AN AGENDA OF STUDIES.

One of the most important responsibilities facing-any
manager of an evaluation,-analysis', audi-t, or other progtam
review staff is developing an overaij work plan for the organ-
ization. Planiiiilg a program of studies which will be of maxi-
mum benefit to decisionmakers.should invofve two principal
tasks:

--Identifying_problems or issues which are evolving as
major areas of concern.

--Deciding which of the many candidate problems the
organization should commit itself to gtudying;

-Identifying emerging problemS

A contribution can be made to resource allocation aeci:-.

sions by raising problems and exploring their ramifications
in "issue papers." These focus bn problems which, theie is
feason to believe, will become the subject of a full-scale
evaluation or analysis.

The ability to recognize emerging 134oblems for issue
papers depends on experience andgood.judgment. Developing
=an issue paper,also requires an understanding of the problem
area ,arld kts environment.

.An ifStle paper may f,.low the format and style appropriate
to,a fUll-S-caleevaluatiou-or analysis but is limited to an
assessmevot of what is known about the problem. An issue paper
could-be as shbrt .as'a few paragraphs-orA.ohg enough to cover
all or almost all of the points required in a full evaluatiOn
or analysis but without the scopP or definitiveneSs'of a
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finished study. 'An issue paper should emphasize rpcommenda-

tions on the natUre of further study efforts. For-example,

whether the'problem Should-receive high priority attention (and

why), whether :it should be pursued but on a. long-term basis

(and.why), or whether it should be abandoned (and why).,

Deci.cling which problems to study

Many problems-, programs, andpolicy.issues are in need.'

'of systematic study. ,Yet,. scarce staff\resourCes need,tcx.be

allocated to -tIle host productive projecte.

Issue papers can identify-policy and\program problems

worth evaluating or -analyzing. However,.e complex series of_

judgments is still needed to select'that perticular group of

problems which, if Solved, would:maximize the.anticipated

payoff: While.it ie-relatively eaey to liSt'the fadtore in-,

fluenting these-choices, it is seldom feasible to appreise

ell of:them in a forMal quantitative fashi!on: 'In some cases

there can be little more than an informe&.guessabout.- the-
/

..-potential, utility of a Study.

systematiC- weighing of the,followingjactore Will be

helpful.

. 1. The anticipated :payoff of suCceseful evaluation or

analysis.

Thie:payoff cartake several:forms: an Ineffective.pro-

gram.can.be canceled'and costs saved.; a mismanaged program

can be reshaped with consequent improvements in effegtiVeness,

reductiOns in costS,. oi both; or better-alternatives,tan be

.substituted.for curientprograms and policies qith gains in

effectiveness, reductions in toet, or both._

2. The thante of-
.

the successful performance of.an-evalua-

tiOn 'or analysis.
°

.

This judgment- &Tends on a basic understanding of the fun=

damental causal ielationshIpsI the requIrements for additional

.

information; the adequacy of current analytical methdde; the

'-quality of staff, consultants,
or.cOntra"ctors;.--and the time

.and money-availablO.

3. The chance-that
ctually be implemented.

1

Treferred CouiSe of actiorcan
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. This judgment depends upon such things as newness,
simplicity, -visibility, coVerage,:and.timeliness of,,the.
prefetted course.of

4. The need for eesolving the problem'or issue.
`.\

This need epends,on, the nature and relative4mportance
of the problem and the time remaining before a meaningful
decision has to be made.

5. The estimated cost Of the evaluation or analysis.

BEGINNING A ,STUDY

Certain tasks need.tb precede major commitments of staff
aml other resources. These tasks include preparing a study
plan', obtaining necessary agreekents, selecting the study
team, establishing lines, of communication, and selecting
appropriate methods,.

Preparing,a detailed study plan

Substantial effort should be.devoted to drawing up a
comprehensive and thorough study'plan which will.serve as a
guide for all' subsequent work: A study plamthat is too -
broad in scope or .loosely stated is almost certainoto create-
faise e?Tectations for some interested groups. .Clearly, trade-
offs have-to be made between the,,time devoted to planning
versus doing a'study and,- within'the planning period, between
a detailed and al general study plan.

As the study 'progresses,'it,is likely to deviate from
original expectations. 'Perhaps, the f.ssLie turns out to' be
different from that origInally 'postulated; the objectives may
not have been stated precisely enough; a Viorking assumption' may
not prove viable; other alternatives to the,program eMerge; new%
facts come to light; hoped-for data cannot be obtained; and,so

-.on. All Of these:developments call foe some modification of,'
the study plan. Changes shodld be made., as appropriate, to tha
study plan.

Easential elements of the study Plan would appear to

--A clear statement of the problem to)be studied,
questions to be answered, and decisions to be'affedted.

-7,A careful listing of:constraints and'assumptions.:.

--A-statement of.methods-toHoe -uaed.

4 0
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--A specification of the resoUrces to be committed (in-
cluding identification of the key staff members and
any contracted taskS required).

--The tteguency, format, and( recipients of reports,

--Procedures for dmending the study plan.

--The .timeframe for the major components of the.study and
.the final deadline.. %

When/a study or a major part of it is-to .be performed by
contract, there should.be discussion and 'Understanding by the
parties.concerning the essential elements of the ,study plan.

This is likely to reqUire'lengthy dialogue with-the decision-

Sakers. Per,SOS with official responsLbility for, the,policy

or program'and for the study should assess feasibility and

validity of the etudY plan. Any differences'should.be resolved

before the study begins. Substantial time and effort Indy, be
necessary to arrive at a workable understanding. In the case

of contract studie, the agency staff must be technically
.tompetent to oversee the study and must also be familiar with

,
the various rules on' contract managemept.'

'Selecting the Stud; team

Mosth analyses.or evaluations require contributions from
several key persons. For large studies, subteams for parti-

.cular 'aspects may be required. As in any group effort, some-
,one-must be in charge to (1) provide guidance, '(2) manage the

work on a day-to-day baSie, (3) report tO' higher authority,

and (4) generally be responsible for,meeting the terms, of the

study plan.

The coordinator or director .should be experienced, With

a technically sound' but broad background,lan instinct for

the principal issues; and:the leadership abilities that elidit

from the team members their-best efforts. It usuall y. turns

out that the 'team coordinator or director Will have to be'

principal editor of the final report--so wri:t.ing skill is

. necessary./

_A/team studying any complex policy or, program should
be COmpoSed of experienced persons from various'disciplines,
"with. thet stature required to obtain needed information and ,

'aseure credibility of the stuay. Regardless of thear origin,
however,,all should be Made to feel as coequal' members of an

exciting 'intellectual experience and useful endeavor.



One way to create such an environment--at the same_time
avoiding duplication of effort--is tO have an initial briefing
on the terms Of the Study plan with all team members. Impor-
tant aspects such as Concepts, assignments, schedules, basic

need for personal and agency coordination, and
reporting requirements should be fully.understood.and agreed
upon in advance: Provision should be made for periodic brief-
ings by each specialist to the team,as a whole so that everyone
has both a grasp of overall progress and a chance tO offer
facts or insights on any aspect of the study.

It is often helpful to obtain reviewS by competent and
widely recognized independent.professional analysts and
evaluators and experienced prograM administrators. This
advice adds seasoned viewpoint which may improve the tech-
nical aspects and may assist the 6upervisor in assessing the
technical adequacy of the work of staff members trained in'
different disciplines.':' 0

Establishing lines of communication

If, the study d!ffort is sUfficiently large, official points
of contaft awing Variods 'interested groups and users Of the\
'study shoUld be ddsignated, Thisshould insure that coMmuni,
'cation& Of.all kinds fiow.quickly and.clearly among-the groups
'having a major' interest in the progressof the study. Open
communications provide the baSiS.-for a more complete assessment
or appraisal and.a climate-i.n. which recOmmended Changes are
more likely to be accepted and implemented-

,
o.

Selecting apPropeiate.thethods

Analytical methods which yield valid, and (hopefully)
unequivOcal.results:shodld be used. ..However,,the method mUst
also satisfy the- Constraints.of tiMe, money, and data peculiar
to the'study. If the constraints imposed 'are so rigid that:
the study would be compelled.to use- methods jUdged:to be, -

analytically inappropriate; the study should be undertaken
only after fully informing responsible authorities of the risk
thatreiiable conclusions and recommendations are.not

NoHparticular approach or technique'is inherently the
appropriate one. In practice, there are too many Attempts
to'mold the policy or program issue_ to fit a specific tech-
nique. 'This should te dVoided. For 'a .specific study, various
approaches, each having itS Own particular logic should bp
considered. Usually; a blend of methodsand,techniques wil
be required to.provide insightsdnto the full consequenses

5:



of the various alternatives. Reasons for selecting a partic,

ular aPpeoach or blend of approaches shOuld l*clearly, stated
so others can understand the rationale for 'the particulae

Choide.

Whatever apprpaches and methods are selected, 'they should

satisfy.the follOwing criteria:

1. Validityhow much confidence is there that the
results can be actually used?

2. Relevance--da the results useful to decision-
makers? Will the method be used (such as a model)

to answer decisionmakerS' questions?

3. Significance--will the results go beyond what is

apparent from direct observation? Will the'
results tell the decisionmaker something new and

important?

4. Efficiencydoes the /alue of the insights exceed'

the cost of using the approach?
4

5. Timelness--will the analytical information be

available in time to meet a,management or legis-
-
lative decision point such as renewal of expiring
legislation?

-Modeling and statistical infarence ara two related 'methods...

which are,Particblarjy useful and, are frequently used by

eval,uatore. and'analysts.

ri,model'is an-abstraction from or.a 'representation 1. .

the'key .elements in some.real.slystem.H If tha-key-ela ents' and
their relationships .are adequately specified, rele' ant, and

.-Valid,fa Model can TrediCt the consequences.of}k tried alter,
natives and variatibns in-data and assuMptiotl-S:

Statistical inference techniques are' widely used to ..-.

,anslyze data.obtained froM the vari9Arg-'collection instruments

,..and analytical models. However,;c6nditions..,and assumptions .

underlying these pethods must .ba' satisfied.iLthe.methOd
to be used. MistakeS can occlir, for example, if prepackaged.

computer Rrograms are used--Without understanding the ,assump-

tions andfconditiohs.
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CONDUCTING A STUDY

In the performance of any evaluation or analysis,
practical decisions of many types must be made, and practical
problems are frequently encountered. Some of the most common
qnes are discussed here.

Collecting relevant data .

In performing studies4i there is often a temptation to
, collect all of the information which might ,be of use. While

every p.i..ece of information may have some value in,the right
place,' is it relevant and Worth "What it cosits to acquire it?
Questions which should be cdntinually applied to any data
collection effort are:

aetly what queStion is this pieCe of data intended
o answer?

--What analytic model demands it?

--What calculation cannot be done without it?

Testing the reliability of data

An attempt should be made to estimate whether data is
reasonable at the time it is first generated; i.s.,:how does
this new piece of,data square with everything else that is
known or can be deduced relating to it? This is espedially
important when complex calcuiations'are involved. How ,does,
the answer compare yith rough'calculations? The exercise, of
making rough calculations freqde tly gives the staff member.
new insights into the data.'

' There are,numbers'Of one kind/or another Which ars Wiidely
published. Everyone.seems to use them dnquestioningly.THow-
ever, a careful analysis has, often' demonstrated thatsoMedata
has a d4fferent'interpretation than what is commonly, supposed

Occasionally, an attempt may be made to withhold infor-
mation.' It is not uncommon to hear that data

--is too hard to assemble;

--does not exist in the formwanted,

--is only a working paper, or

--is privileged.
4 4
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When faced with this type-of situation, the analyst
should (1), consider the value of the Information to the study,

(2) attempt to obtain a release of the appropriate infortation

if needed, and (3) propose to the study coordinator that a
4ormal reqUest be sent for the needed infortation. In some

-cases, essential data will have to be 'constructed" or
"extracted" from 'secondary sources.

Frequently, data collected from different sources about'

the same.subject mattar will be in apparent conflict. The

first practical step in getting the'right data is to recon-

cile the apparent conflicting interioretations of tne data.'

An appropriate question may Joe: .,Are they truly two different-

sets of values describing exactly the same,event or situation?

A second step would be to examine how the,6data, was derived.
The apparent conflict may be a simple fu-ncion of the data

collection methodology. After these procedukes have been
employed, it may be appropriate to use an analytical technique

to determine the significance of the,differences. Additional-

assurances may be obtained by having_data revIeWed by experts

in the field.'

'Protecting the confidentiality, of
information about individuals '

. .

It.is often necesSar in evalUation and'analysit.tp
Collect 'data about individUals. In:most research inVolving

human subjects there has been'alirt commitment-to prote,ct- the .

Confidentiality 'of personal data. It is 'important to. make.'

Certain thatA ata on individUals is'nOtjpersonallY identifiable

in. the studliYor in unsecure files. is.necesSaryAo:
obtain.Information from:the same indiVidualS in.SubSequent

tithe periods, special controlsand proceduresshoUld be
required to asSure that systets of 'records do not_disclose

-individually identaiable-data.

Federal agencies'and some Federal.contractors .are require7'

sd.to where.applicable, with.all'proVisions.of the '

.Privacy Act Of.1974'to protect the confidentiality..of

ually identifiable data._These provisionS'include

--public Alaclosure Of the-factthat an-agency maintains

a system of records about-individuals,

--strictly enforceable-procedures for asSUring'that
indivIduals.have access to their recoras and'the oppor

tunity to correct them,'
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--controls on disclOsure of ilidividuals' identifi
data, and

--administrative, technical; and physical safeguards
to Orevent unauthorized access to such data.

In planning a study, care 'should ,be taken to require
-individual identifiable information_to be collected only
when no-other approach can enable the issue to be validly.
studied. When 'such data is collected, it must be..pro.perly
Protected.

Documenting and referencing

'Documentinqappraisals of results and assessments of
alternatives is important. The,documentation.should be
'sufficient so,that another individual or team involved in
reviewing _the policy 'or program, by reviewing the documenta-
tion, could follow the analysis and, as needed, reconstruct
Parts:of it or use it in another_Study. Basic assumptions
should'be clearly identified and recorded. The rationale,
for using direct or surrogate measures should be stated-
explicitly'. Oral interviews shoUld be summarized in writing,
dated, and filed. Original documents should be retained.
CoMplete files of -valevant raw data and work papers should
be kept and filed so that they can be retrieved easily for
review. 'Information which' cia,nrot be:readily filed should
be adequately described and referenced in the files.

The study team should des±gn,use, and save work:papers.
Well designed, .clearly labe.lta4, and fully_legible work papers

work-papers constitute the evidenge gathered. A review of
,offer an important insurance the study. team. The

the work papers will show whether the study team has been
thormigh or whether, they may have oveTlooked an important fact

, or element-ofa"problem and that all similar elements. Of the
analysis or evaluation have been treated consistently. The
work papers should be Checked against the.study,plan to assure
that the plan was carried out or that changes are fully ex-
plained. Developing the tOtal costs of each of a series of f'

alternatives is an oUtstanding example of the need for, and
usefulness-of, a carefully. designed ,and clearly labeled set
of worksheets. Without them, the chanced of missing an impor-
tant cost element, incorrectly calculating an intermediate
result,.or costing the competing alternatives inconsistently
are substantial.

Work papers should be dated and Signed so that-a clear
trail is established as to who did what and when. The best
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way to tie it all together is to file, .vith workpapers, one

copy of the final report which is cross referenced to signifi-

-cant sections of.the workpapers.

Adherina_to time schedules

Effort should be made to anticipate some of-the possible

delays; and the time schedule should allow for unforeseen

delays.. ',Most complex tasks are harder than originally anti--

cipated and, therefore, take longer than estimated., In complex

studies, detailed schedules for-component parts-may'be neces-

sary.. A proposal to expand the scope,of,the study' or to do

more work in order' to sharpen the' results shoald be caiefully

justified, particularly if it involves risK of delay in the

schedule.
,

Leading_ and coordinating'the study

It is essential to maximize the interaction among the

study team members. Physical arrangements which-inhibit
this should be avoided or modified'if.at all possible. When

gathering the,firs± list of alternatives or hypotheses, braih

storming is extremely useful..

The coordinator should take every practicable step to

insure easy access to the decisionmakers who expect to uSe

the analysis.or, evaluation- A continuing (but not necessarily

continuous) dialogue should help to make the,products usefäl'

and well,accepted. The cooidinator also needs to impress on

the team the importanCe'of maintaihing an open, honest, and .

amicable relationship with the personnel of the program under

analysis or evaluation. It is all too easy for program people

to frustrate a study if they have been antagonized or hurt.

Using computer-based models

For most largescale; but roatine, quantitative manipula-

tions (stat,istical analysis, linear programing', etc.) good

"canned" Programs are_available and should be used. When *

program or problem has many complex interrelationships, how-

ever, and the effects of altering the assumptions or data are

not obvious, a specially designed, Computer-based model may

facilitate the study. In such cases,'creative computer pro-

gramers are extremely valuable.

The structure and operation of any model should be'rea-

sonably,apparent to decisionmakers who want to use the,study:.

its output and workingsaust be readily understandable to
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them. USdally, this can beaCcoMplished bY carefully dia-
graming the components of the.,model and:explaining Mow..eadh
CoMpOnent OpefateS .and interaCtSwith:the..Otherssers (;)f
#1P'StudY will normally accept the coMputational competence.:
Ofi.the.'model if the.loSicmalces senseto them-apdtheyhave
confidence in the study team.

COMMUNICATING STUDY RESULTS

Many persons doing studiesfaii:tO understand*that doing'
a goad piece of-work is necessary-but hardly sufficient, for
bringing about a favorable chanSe'ip..the: world.' At least
two major steps beyond eucceseful:cOMpletion.,of. a studyare
required: the results must be clearly, cOncisOlyi: and. CO=
-"gently Communicated to.ald those'affected and a policy*
larogram_decision must_te made which results-insome kind of

.

=Specifyin9 the natiire of reports

.- There are three. general Classes'of prOblems involVed in-
. Teporting'appraisals of results-andassessMehts ofalterna '

tives ;(1) to Whordreports'ehouldbe made,A.2) when reports
.should be.made, 'arid .(3) what:style and content charatterites
good_reports. Each nev study will Suggest its own indiv.idual
reqUirements and shoUId be:)made,a matter of recorl
agreed. work plan. adopted-before each Studyis. began'. A-few
genetal'Suidelines can, hoWever, be setdoWn:.

,,
Obviously, the final report should be addressed to those

who 'are in a position to take appropriate action--or to assure
.that it is takeh by Others. ,,,Unless special considerations
dictate otherwise (e.g.,-security problems), reports should
routinely go first to the team supervisor,and others a needed
to insure'thdt they meet the organization's professionAl stand-
ards. Even professionally sodnd studles, however, 'may result
,in disagreements with the managers of.the programs being
studied. In these cases, the study,teaM should reduce the
number of afeas of disagreement; and, where these camtinue to
.exist, the issues should be substantial and clearly defined.
Although decisionmakers waitins to use he report shodld be ,

kept informed of key findings, it will in the end serve them
'best if the review process is coniplete before the final report
goes to them..

No report, other than the finaI version,' should be distri-
buted beyond'those mentioned' above without' their,concurrence.
Unauthorized release,of'preliminary, draft interim, or partial
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reports can be harmful beqause, frequently, erroqeousiinfor-
mation, even thoughcorrected later, becomes widely diffused'

.
and becomes a source of further error and confusion. Publicly'

available reports should be free of such' errors.

In planning the study, suffi.iient time should be allowed

for Itriting the final draft reporc, gathering comments, edit-
ing, and securing the necessary approvals.. The report writ-

ers, in turn;-have an obligation' to 'complete the report within

the scheduled time. Report outlines should be prepared-early.'

They can provide indlcatiofig of the most critical data gather-
ing and interpretation tas15s yet to be completed in order to '

have a uteful and timely report. Decision points come and go
-relentlessly, and a potentially good, decision-affeting report
may lose much o'f its value because it was not available when

needed.

CommUnicatin9 'with clarity and conciseness .

,Writing a good report is,an art, and t.he required skills

are probably as scarce as ttiOse necessary for evaluation and

analysis. The solution iS''to insist that staff members work

at learning-to write well. One.helpful step is to provide

staff members with specific guidance, Such as a good 'style

manual, and insist that they study and use it as part of

their regular duties. In addition, someone on the staff can

serve as resident editor. It is frequently helpful to have

a skilled technicz,f editor or writer joifi the team when the

report is being.written. All-significant alterations should

be discussed with the author: mit only to insure accuracy,
but also to assist the author in learning to write shorter

and more trencant-reports.
,

Study reports are typically directed at 'a reader lacking

relevant technical training. Therefore, the main bady of the

rEport should-be written,so that it is readily compxehensible

to the nonprofessional reader- However', material included in

the report should be sufficient so that a reader can understand-

the arguments in support of the, conclusion. Jargon should'be

kept to a minimum, and where it is OSed, define it ,carefully.

Supporting.technical material should be presented in appendi*.'
Graphs and tables included in the main body of-the text must

be clearly labeled and fully discussed in the text. Short

reports are typically self-contained, while long ones,loUght to

be accompanied by an executive summary of the stUdy's 'general

conclusions and recommendations.

There will, of course,. be differencesbetween the format
and content of a report on appraising program or policy results
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and a report-an assessing alternatives, or a repor containing
bath. Within each of these, some variation in form t and con-
tent is inevitable, depending on-the nature of the p icy or
program issue being studied and the methods used. In, eneral,
the format and content af iteports should cover what was found
through-each of.the concmmts and methods discrussed in 'chapter
5, as appropriate..

Writing a clear, concise, and informative "final" report
is not the end of the "communicating" responsibilities.
Usually, some decisionmakers will. need'assistance in (1) inter-1
preting the report,'-(2), clarifying aspects of- it, (3) getting
answers to questions by it 'but not answered, and'(4) in
general, developing a nmasoned readtion to it. Briefings,
inforthal question and anser 'sessions, and various kinds of
Supplementary written materials may be needed%, In some casei,
the communicating responsibility may even extend to preparing
the supporting technical-parts of whatever document emerges
from the decisionmaking process.

It is the responsibility of the staff which performed the
work to be available to the decisionmaker to help in underStand-
ing and-using the study.' The staff'should also make a diagent
effort to find out'whether or not the Study was useful'. Lessons
learned in this way can lead to better studies-the next time.
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The Purpose of thiS appendix i8 to list some references

that' should be uSeful 0'7-those persons having limited experi-

ence in condudting evaluations and.analyses. The J.eferences

..are listed under several Categories: basic disciplines*

quantitative methods, evaluation, and analysis..

BASIC DISCIPLINES

Badmol,-WilliaM J., EcCnoMic Theory_and Operation's Analysis..

' 3d ed, Englawdod Peentice-Hall;, Inc., 1972.

An excellent treatMent Of baSic, econothic cnncepts apd

quantitative Methods as they wodld apply to issues of

resource allocation..

DownS, Anthony, Inside Bdreaucracy. Boston, Littlei.Brown

1967:

'Very useful insights-dOnderning bureaucratic.behavior
and setting.

Haveman, Robert H. and' JuliuS:-Margolis, eds., Public Expendi-

tures .and Policy Analysis:' Chicago, Markham.Publishing

Co., 1970.

Various aspects'of publid expenditure economics are

discussed. 'The econdMic bases.of public.expenditures .

.are.developed' in part I. Part.II, with its emphasis On

.
institutional consideratidns is of special interest, as

is part III wnichA.S- concerned wit.h'analytic problems in,

polidy analysis. ,'The eemaining parts surveythe.plan-
ning,.programing, budgeting, and system experience and...

'offer suggestions.

Rivlin, Alice M., Systematic Thinkina_for Social Action.

Washin9ton, D.C., The Brookings Institution 1971.

A provocative series of,essays on the iSSdes involved

in attempting to solve'the problems of society.

Strunk, William and E. B. White, The Elements df Style.

New York, Macmillan, 1959.

A, Very (jood writing style manual.stressing.clear and

concise.writing.

..-, QUA TITATIVE METHODS

Hillie, Frederick S." and Gerald Z.'Lieberman,.Intrdduction

to, Operations Research. San-Francisco, Holden-Day,

In . 1967.
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Although a k-nowledge of mathematics is required, the
text presents a comprehensive survey of the method-s,
models, and technic.ues that are used in analyses.

.Levin,Richard I.-and Charles,A. Kirkpatrick, 'Quantitative
:AaLoatheitallarla5.ement: -2d ed. New York,'McGraw-Hill,
197L

An introduction quantitative mothOdb 81-Id 1;001161.91.10Ho

Motoney, M. J., Facts From'Figures. 3rd,.ed: Baltimore,
. 1956.

A verY'readabletreatment Of.the
Statistical techniqués. _

Raiffa, Howard, Deci'sion Analysis: Introductory Lectures
on Choices Under Uncertaint . Reading, Mass.-, Addison7
Wesley Publishing Co 968.

A clear exposition of the process of:determining best
choices under_uncertainti'and of,considerations affectin
group decisions%

Tanur, Judith M. and Others, eds.,.StatisticsA Guide to
the Unknown. 'San Francisco, H-(51-ffEn-Day, Inc., 1972.

Applications of statistics and !probability are developed
a case method setting.

useand misuseof

Wonnacott,Thomas H. and Ronald Wonnacott, Introductory
Statistics. 2d ed. New York, John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
1972.

A-fairly__rigorous,but understandable text of statistical-
-Lnference, including bayesian-lime-thods and nonparametric
st.atistics.

EVALUATION

Hatry, Harry P., Richard E. Winnie, and Donald M. isk,
Practical Pro ram Evaluation tor State and Local Gov-
ernment Officials. Washington-, D.C., Urban' Institute,
1973.

A very useful primer on.evalution with good examples',
including an excellent discusSion of-comparison methods.
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,APPENDIX I
APPENDIX 1.

Isaac, Stephen and William Michael, JiandbOok in Research

and EvalLiation. San Diego, Knapp, 1971.
.

A compendium of useful checkltsts, do'S and don'ts, Snd

.summaries of important concepts and techniques for
. .

evaluation. `.

Riecken7, Henry:W.. and Robert F. Borudh, eds., Social Experi-

mentation: A Method for,.Planning:and,Sodial Interven-

tion. New York, Adademic Press, 1974.

An invaluable suide:--technidally, ethically, and'adminis-

tratively--in Using experimental designs for evaluations.

Excellent annotated bibliography on experiments.

Suchman,Edward A., Evaluative Research: Principles and

Practices in Public Servide and Social Action Programs.

New York,-,Russell Sage, 1967.

Considered to.be a claSsic text in,evaluation. Chapter

IV, dategories of Bvaluatfon, gives a framework useful

' in developing eValuative,questions fora proposed studyt.

.

.

.
Weiss,. Carol Bvaluation'Research,*' Methods of-Asseasing-

Program Effectiveness. Englewood Cliffs, N.J. prentide

Hall,. 1972.

'An excellent introductory text for evaldation.

Weiss, Carol,ed., Evaluating Action Program's: Readings in

Action-and Education. Boston, Allyn and Bacon,

1972.

Collection Of-artidies dealing with basic concepts and
,

issues in.evaluation especially foe sodial programs.

ANALYSIS

Amacher', Ryan Q.; Robert D. Tollison, and ThOmaSD. Willett,

eds.; The Edonomic Approach.to Public Policy. Ithada.,

COrnel University PreSs, 1976.

AaAcollection of artf6les died'Ussing'the role:of econo-
.

mists in public decisionmaking and.-applidatiOns in a

range of programs, problems, and issues.

Dolbeare,' Renneth M., ed., Public'Policy Evaluationeverly
Hills, Sage Publications, 1975.

, .



APPENDIX I JkPPENDIX

'A collection of recent thoughts:on-distinctions betwe'en
ocial science research and policy analysis refated to

political fea'sibility and actiOn, with exteris'ive .

cdssion of appliCations to.crime control.'
u

Dorfman,\RObèrt,1 ed., Measuring Benefits of Governmental
Inv stment. Washington, ,D.C., The Brookings Institution,
1965\.,

A sers of contributed papers concernedwith the app1,1-.
catiorkof cost-benefit analysis. Wide ranging applica-'
tions are discuSsed.

English, J. Morley,'ed.; Cost-Effectiveness. 'New Yor,k;
Wiley,& 'Sons, Lnc.,, 1968.

A series of papers covering the
effectiveness analysisJ

Fisher,- Gene H., Cost Consi erations in SysteMs Analysis.
New York,-AMerican ElseV'ier Publishing Co.,.Inc., 1971.
J, ,

A comprehensIve treatment of all releVant.cost'con.side:ta-;'
ti;ons that should.be-treate,% in analysis.- ,Ch4Dt&s,

are espectaliy useful.

Gregg,,phillip Problems.ot Thseory in POIrcy,,,AnaiYia.:-
:-Lexington,-.Massachusetts, Lexington Books,- 1976 ,,

An. excellent source of,recent thought on' theoretical
problems and premise's of polidy analysis. '

Hatry, Harry, Louis Blair, Dohald Fisk, and' Wayne .Kimme
. Program Analysis for State and Local Governments,
Washington, D.C. Urban InstituE-67-1376.

A 'piactical, readable primer on analYsis,
the basic elements-of program analysis.

jlitch; ChaTles,:J.-and Roland-N. MOKean; 'Th-6-EConoMics. of
Defense in the Nuclear A2e. Cambridge, Harvard Univer-
sity Press, 1960.

indluding

Although the application is military, a'classic discus-,
sion of cost-effectiveness is found jn chapters 7, 9,
10, 11, and12.'.

Nagel, Stuart S., ed.,' Policy Studies and 'the Social ScienceE
LexingtOn, Ma'ssachubetts Lexington BoOks, 1975.



APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

.A collection of articles emphasizing the dontribution
to policy studies which Can be.made by patticular dis-
ciplines, including sociology', psychology, anthrOpology,
mathematics,' law, and political science.

Quade, E. S., Analysis.for Public Decisions. New York, Ameri-

can Elsevier Publishing Co., Inc., 1975.

A highly important and readable book on all analytic
aspects involVed in formulating and implementing policy

decisions,
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